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The attribution of credit and blame to governments and its impact on
vote choice

Reward-punishment models of voting have been extremely influential in the study of
voting behaviour. Responding to suggestions that voters knew too little about politics
to make coherent decisions about who should govern them, V. O. Key argued that
voters knew quite enough to judge whether things they cared about were getting better
or getting worse: elections let voters play the ‘rational god of vengeance and reward’.1
Bad governments were rejected, and not so bad ones allowed another term in office.
There is now an extensive body of academic research into the link between voting
behaviour and government performance, particularly in economic affairs. Initial
findings stressed the link between economic indicators and the vote and sought to
demonstrate that the electorate operated a system of reward and punishment in which
governments who presided over good times were returned and those who did not were
ejected.2 While there is undoubtedly a general link between election results and
economics, the strength and nature of this relationship seems to vary. Electors respond
to different economic indicators at different times, unemployment at one time for
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instance and inflation at another, and the link is apparently stronger in some countries
than others.3
Arguably, one reason for this lies in the differences between political systems
that make it easier to identify responsibility and thus apportion credit or blame. A
very influential piece of research by Powell and Whitten4 demonstrated that elections
in countries where responsibility is most easily focussed on a single party will be
more likely to follow the reward-punishment model. Where responsibility is divided,
because of a minority government, strong parliamentary committees or a
decentralised federal structure, it is harder for voters to identify who is responsible.
Coalition governments mean voters must decide whether responsibility should be
distributed equally.5 The length of time a government has been in office is another
factor; as are institutional and country differences, such as how open an economy is to
outside influence,6 whether multi-level governance undermines responsibility,7 the
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presence of a dual executive,8 and divided government at state level in the US.9 The
key point here though is that a reward-punishment model requires that voters do not
simply evaluate the performance of the economy, but also apportion credit and blame
as appropriate.
A critical variation that remains largely unexplored is how and why individual
voters attribute responsibility to the government. Although aggregate evidence
suggests that the ability to attribute responsibility, due to the type of government and
so forth, is important, in many ways this fails to get to the heart of the voting decision.
While work by Lewis-Beck10 does ask voters more specifically whether government
policies had made things better or worse (though this of course conflates the
attribution and the evaluation), in general the literature on economic voting has tended
to ignore the issue of attribution at the individual level. Recent work in the US by
Rudolph and Grant has attempted to fill this gap.11 Using the 2000 and 1998 US
National Election Studies respectively, and a question that asks respondents to pick
who they think is most responsible for economic conditions (for 2000, the President,
Congress, the Federal Reserve or business people; for 1998, the President, Congress,
business people or working people) they argue that at the individual level attribution
8
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matters. In particular, they show that Presidential approval in 1998 is much more
strongly related to economic evaluations if the President is thought responsible, and in
2000 vote intention for Gore is only related to economic evaluations if the President is
seen as responsible for economic conditions.
Rudolph12 also follows up on related work by Sigelman and Knight13 by
looking at where attributions actually come from. He finds that both ideology and,
more importantly, the interaction between partisanship and economic perceptions, are
crucial predictors of whether people think that the President is responsible for
economic performance.14 This relates to other evidence that partisanship affects
responsibility attributions at the State level in the US15, and also earlier work that
argues that partisans disproportionately blame economic problems on Presidents from
the opposite party.16
Yet these tests of the determinants of individual level attribution are limited.
Firstly, Rudolph’s work is confined to the US case, which is peculiar among most
modern democracies in having a single party, yet often divided, government. How are
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attributions determined in systems where it is clearer which body of government is
responsible for decisions, but maybe not which party? And how well does the concept
of partisanship travel in this context? In this paper, we examine two parliamentary
democracies, the UK between 1997-2001 and Ireland between 2002-2007. In the first
we have a clear change of government from one single party government to another
(Conservative to Labour), which provides for possible variation in the partisan
distribution of attributions (and evaluations). In the latter case, we have a coalition
government (Fianna Fáil and the Progressive Democrats) re-elected, but we also have
a sharp decline in the economy after the election, which again provides for potential
variation in terms of evaluation and attribution with changing circumstances.
Secondly, although discussion until now has focused mainly on economic
changes, there is in fact no reason to limit policy change to economic change.
Anderson points out that the arguments about the ease with which voters can attribute
credit or blame for public policy performance apply beyond the economic sphere to a
more general set of issues.17 It is not unreasonable to expect that evaluations of
performance in providing public services such as education and health-care, dealing
with social problems such as crime and competently managing the taxation and
welfare system could all be important for voters’ choices. A recent analysis by Cutler,
using questions similar to those employed here, explored the conditioning effect of
attribution of responsibility for each of a number of policy areas to a particular level
of government on the translation of policy evaluations into vote choices in Canadian
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federal and provincial elections.18 Key argued that the economic reward-punishment
model was an easy one for voters to use when deciding how to cast their votes as they
required little special information to know when times were good and when they were
bad. This is true, but for most people there is at least limited information from the
media and personal experience of other areas of performance. We focus particularly
on a number of other policy areas here, including health-care, crime, education and
taxation. The health issue in particular was one of the two or three most important
issues according to voters in both countries over this period. Media stories concerning
the health services have featured heavily, both in terms of policy debate (which, of
course, many voters do not follow) but also more general stories of waiting lists, local
hospitals closing and so forth. Moreover most people, even if they have had no need
of the service themselves, will have family members or friends with more direct
experience. This is not to say that all such evaluation is necessarily ‘objective’, and of
course not all voters share the same viewpoint on the health service. But it is
reasonable to suggest that if we ask voters to tell us whether things have been getting
better or worse in relation to healthcare, or for that matter education or crime, they
will have a basis on which to make an evaluation. In this paper, we therefore move
beyond economic issues when looking at attribution of responsibility to compare how
attribution affects the impact of other policy areas on vote choice, and examine
whether the factors that predict attribution are similar for all issues. This is not to say
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we expect all policy areas to have equal effects. We do not: some are simply more
salient than others, and party competition may well highlight some more than other.
What we do expect is that evaluations of policy areas attributed to the government
will always be more important than evaluations where no credit or blame is accorded
to the government.
Thirdly, when thinking about what causes evaluations and attributions, one
obvious, and far from ‘objective’, basis, on which these judgements are likely to be
made is partisanship. The possible importance of partisanship in both evaluation and
attribution, and in the relationship between them, is well known to be problematic.
Our approach avoids some of these modelling problems by using panel data. Broadly
speaking, there are three different versions given in the literature about the
relationship between evaluations and partisanship. First, there is the classic view,
popularised in The American Voter by Campbell et al19, which sees partisanship as
providing a perceptual screen through which events are seen. Government partisans
may thus have a rosier view of ‘their’ government’s achievements than opposition
partisans might have. Indeed there is an increasing literature providing evidence of
this idea of selective evaluation.20 A contrary view, initially advocated by Fiorina21 is
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that evaluations are more likely to influence partisanship, which is best seen as merely
a ‘running tally’ of past evaluations of the performance of all parties. A middle
position, associated uniquely with Green et al22 is that the two have no more than a
spurious relationship. They argue that evaluation and partisanship are independent:
that partisanship is certainly not a running tally, but they also reject the argument that
partisanship serves as a filter. If partisans have a rosier view of ‘their’ government,
and most studies do find this to be so, there is an objective foundation to it, perhaps
because policies and priorities are more in accord with what such partisans want. One
of the difficulties in exploring any of these theories is that obviously all of them allow
for an association between evaluations and partisanship. The difference between them
is over what accounts for that relationship.
These each have implications for the argument advanced in this paper about
attribution, and it is worth spelling these out clearly. The traditional view of party
identification allows for partisans to filter out evidence of poor performance. If this is
so, then there might be no room for attribution to exert a separate influence by
‘excusing’ a poor performance or discounting a good one. Only to the extent that the
filter is not perfect is there room for attribution to matter, but that is precisely what the
traditional account maintains: the filter, or perceptual screen, is by no means absolute.
The ‘running tally’ perspective discounts partisanship altogether as an independent
force, and so leaves room for attribution to matter. Perceptions of performance are
assumed to be objective. The same is true for the account proffered by Green et al. To
some extent then there is space for attribution to play a direct role in determining
behaviour under each of the various accounts of partisanship. What these different
22
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accounts point to, however, is the need for measures of partisanship that are somehow
separated from the other variables. To mitigate the problem of attribution and
evaluation simply acting as proxies for partisanship, work by Rudolph23 predicting US
vote choice and Presidential approval includes a control for party identification. Since
this work uses cross-sectional data, party identification is of course still being
measured contemporaneously with evaluation, attribution and vote choice/
Presidential approval. Following Bartels24 we use panel data here to avoid some of
these problems, measuring partisanship, and indeed previous vote choice, at a separate
and earlier time-point to our other independent variables. In this way, we have a better
handle on the causality of the relationship between attribution and partisanship than
previous accounts.
So, to summarize, what we aim to investigate in this paper are two related
questions. Firstly, how far do attributions appear to reflect reality and how far are they
merely a function of partisanship? Secondly, to what extent is attribution important
for changing people’s votes; do evaluations of performance affect voters much more
strongly if they attribute those changes to the government? In order to answer these
questions we aim to move both beyond the US case and beyond simply economic
performance. We also avoid some of the problems with previously used crosssectional data by the use of panel data that covers both economic and non-economic
issues from two countries, firstly Britain in the period between 1997 and 2001, and
secondly Ireland between 2002 and 2007.
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Measuring evaluations and attribution
Attributions are measured in both contexts using questions that follow performance
evaluations. Both the British and Irish electorates were asked how they perceived the
changes in a number of key policy areas over the 1997-2001 period in Britain and the
2002-2007 period in Ireland. Respondents to the 1997-2001 British Election Panel
Survey25 were asked in 1997:
Since the last general election in 19xx would you say that unemployment has
increased or fallen?
What about taxes?
The standard of the health and social services?
Crime?
The quality of education?
The general standard of living?
Your own standard of living?

These questions were then repeated in some of the following waves. The general
standard of living was asked again in 1998, 1999, the spring of 2000, the autumn of
2000 and in 2001; taxation, education and the NHS were asked again in 1999, the
spring of 2000, the autumn of 2000 and in 2001; crime was asked again in just 1998
and 1999. The Irish questions are almost identical.26 For the 2002 wave the question
was:
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Thinking back over the last five years – the lifetime of the 1997 to 2002 Fianna
Fáil/Progressive Democrat government – would you say that the ECONOMY in Ireland over
that period of time got a lot better; a little better; stayed the same; got a little worse; or got a
lot worse?

The same question was then subsequently asked with respect to the health service,
housing, crime, unemployment, taxation and transport. The questions on the economy
and the health service were then asked again in 2003, 2004, 2006 and 2007, the crime
question was asked again in 2004, 2006 and 2007.27
In addition to the evaluation questions, respondents in both the 1997-2001
British panel and the 2002-2007 Irish panel were also asked who was responsible for
each change:
‘And do you think this [change] is mainly the result of the X government’s policies,
or for some other reason’ (Britain 1997-2001)
‘Do you think this [change] was MAINLY due to the policies of that government or
NOT MAINLY DUE to the policies of that government?’ (Ireland 2002-2007)
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This question is asked subsequent to, but nonetheless separately from, the question on
evaluations. In this respect these questions differ and, we would argue, improve on the
approach taken by Lewis-Beck’s earlier research on attributed evaluations in the
European context, in which the format was to ask whether government policies had
made things better or worse.28 Table 1 shows the degree to which voters attribute
credit or blame to the outgoing Conservative government in Britain in 1997 and the
returned Fianna Fáil/Progressive Democrat coalition in Ireland in 2002.

TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE

There is a notable degree of similarity between Ireland and Britain here.
Around half of the electorate hold the government responsible for crime and transport
and, not unfairly, in Britain only 45 per cent hold the government responsible for their
own standard of living. At the other extreme, a clear majority of respondents hold the
government responsible for taxation, education and healthcare. The economy falls
somewhere between these two extremes, with around two thirds of both the Irish and
British electorate thinking the general standard of living/ the economy, prices and
unemployment are the government’s responsibility.

Evaluation, partisanship and attribution
But what of partisanship? The suspicion must be that for some voters partisanship has
an influence on whether they point the finger of blame at the government, or clap their
hands in applause. In fact we have suggested that attribution in any policy area will
vary with partisanship and evaluation. Essentially, government partisans who have a

28
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positive evaluation will give the government credit, and opposition partisans with a
negative evaluation will blame the government. Conversely, government partisans
with negative evaluations will not blame the government, and nor will opposition
partisans with positive evaluations give the government credit. If this pattern holds
true we can see that attribution can play the function of resolving incongruity between
partisanship and evaluation. When evaluations are negative, government partisans can
blame circumstances, as may opposition partisans when evaluations are positive.
The most effective way to assess the reason why some people think the
government is responsible for change is to model attribution using partisanship and
evaluations, as well as other likely causes of credit and blame. Since we have panel
data with attribution and evaluation measured at multiple waves, and a binary
dependent variable (one attributes responsibility or one does not) we use a random
effects logistic regression model. Here we present models that look at how people
attribute responsibility for the economy, the health service, crime, and in Britain at
least also education and taxation. These are the only issues that are consistently
measured over the two panels. All evaluations are measured from -2 (got a lot worse)
to +2 (got a lot better).
Of course we also wish to look at partisanship, and in particular the interplay
between partisanship and evaluation, so we include partisanship29 measured at the
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first time point of the panel. This means that we are only using the panel data after the
first wave. This allows us to use a measure of partisanship which is at least one step
removed from attribution and evaluation, and party identification here is thus a fixed
characteristic of the individuals within the panel.30 We also then include an interaction
term between party identification and evaluation, as we expect positive and negative
evaluations to have different effects on partisans of the incumbent party than on
partisans of opposition parties.
We also have other fixed characteristics that we wish to include here.
Rudolph, when looking at attributions for economic success/failure, finds that
political ideology is important, with economically right-wing voters less willing to
credit/blame any branch of the government with changes to the economy.31 Given
this, we also include a fixed measure of economic left-right position. This is based on
the standard five item battery used in Britain that Evans and Heath devised in the

Lynn Bennie, David Denver and Lisa Harrison, (eds.) British Elections and Parties Review, Vol. 11
(Frank Cass: London, 2001)) In 1997, 57 per cent of the full sample are classified as partisans using
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Liberal Democrat or other identification (17 per cent). Partisanship in Ireland is measured by the
traditional UK/Irish Eurobarometer question, also employed by CSES: “Do you usually think of
yourself as close to any political party? Which party is that?” All those saying yes to the first question
(around a quarter of all voters) are classed as partisans. A further quarter answered positively a follow
up question – “Would you say you are a little closer to one party than the others?” – but those who did
so were classified as non-partisans to maintain consistency with the approach taken with the UK data.
30
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significance and magnitude of effects) but we think a constant measure of party identification over the
short period of time of the panels is a truer reflection of the concept of a ‘fixed’ party identity.
31
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early 1990s,32 and a very similar version for the Irish data33, scaled to a 5 point
measure with high scores indicating more laissez-faire attitudes, and low scores more
socialist attitudes. We also include measures of information and sophistication;
namely education, political knowledge, and attention paid to the news. The first is a
series of dummies measuring highest qualification, the second is in Britain a 0-6 scale
that uses 6 factual questions to assess ‘civics’ knowledge and in Ireland a 0-5 scale
based on a similar quiz of factual questions.34 Finally, we include a measure of
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attention paid to the media in both countries.35 All these measures come from the first
wave of the panel and are therefore fixed for any individual.36

TABLES 2 AND 3 ABOUT HERE

Tables 2 and 3 show these models for Britain and Ireland respectively. Firstly, it is
clear that time does matter, but not always in a consistent manner. As the year
dummies indicate, the incoming Labour government in 1997 is quite sensibly
perceived as less responsible on all policy areas at the beginning of its term than at the
end. There is no such consistent pattern in Ireland, although the government did seem
to get the benefit of some doubt in 2003 on the economy. Secondly, education, media
usage and knowledge have some effect, but these are not great and in the case of
knowledge and media attention limited to the British electorate. Moreover, apart from
taxation, these effects tend to act in opposite directions in the UK: higher education
tends to reduce people’s willingness to credit or blame the government, yet political
knowledge and media attention tend to marginally increase attribution. To speculate,
it could be that the latter two effects are more to do with political engagement, people
that pay attention to politics think that it matters, whereas the education effect maybe
reflects a more informed attitude of the short-term impact that the government can
have on levels of crime or the economy. In Ireland education has quite a strong
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In Britain this is a question that measures the attention respondents pay to the political news in their

newspaper, and is coded as follows: No newspaper regularly read (0); little attention paid (1); some
attention paid (2); A lot of attention paid (3). For Ireland we use a question asking: “Did you look at
advertisements in newspapers on behalf of the candidates or parties?” No (0) or Yes (1).
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Fixing these over the course of the panel is of course an assumption, just as is fixing partisanship.

Nonetheless, when we run these models separately for each wave we find no evidence that there are
any systematic differences over time in how knowledge, ideology and so forth affect attributions.
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negative effect on economic and crime attribution, but no effect on health. Left-right
position has a statistically significant effect on some attributions in Britain, and, as we
would expect and fitting with the US literature, in all cases in Britain and Ireland it is
the less laissez-faire respondents that are likely to attribute responsibility.
We are most interested in the impact of partisanship and evaluations however.
In Britain partisans of the incumbent party are much more likely than those of the
opposition to attribute responsibility to the government for both economic policy and
for non-economic policy results. This contrasts with US work37 in which the effect
was observed only in the case of Democrats, and the Irish results where neither group
of partisans blames the government more than non-partisans do. More importantly,
the pattern of difference in both Ireland and Britain is very strong once evaluations are
taken into account, with, as expected, government partisans giving credit when
evaluations are positive and opposition partisans according blame when evaluations
are more negative. Figure 1 shows the predicted probabilities in Britain of attributing
responsibility to the government by economic evaluations for partisans of different
parties. We graph only economic evaluations for reasons of space, but as the tables
show, a similar pattern is seen across all policy areas. These predicted probabilities
are for a respondent in 1998 with up to A-level education, a mean score on the
political knowledge quiz (4.07), a mean score on the left-right scale (2.55) and a mean
score on the media attention measure (1.17).

FIGURES 1 AND 2 ABOUT HERE
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For Labour partisans with favourable evaluations, the government generally
receives the credit (64 per cent with the best evaluation), whereas less than two in five
of Labour partisans with poor evaluations blame the government (38 per cent with the
worst evaluation). Conversely Conservative partisans are very keen to blame the
government (83 per cent with the worst evaluation) and very reluctant to credit the
government (9 per cent with the best evaluation). These results are very similar for the
other policy areas in Britain, and are mirrored in Ireland. Figure 2 shows the model of
attribution for the economy in Ireland. The predicted probabilities here refer to a
respondent in 2003 with a leaving certificate, a mean score on the political knowledge
quiz (3.53), a mean score on the left-right scale (0.02) and a mean score on the media
attention measure (0.48). Although the results are slightly weaker than for the British
case, we again see that opposition partisans are much more likely to blame the
government for problems (83 per cent with the worst evaluation) than to credit the
government with success when things have gone well (32 per cent with the best
evaluation).

Vote choice and attribution
So if attributions seem driven by a combination of partisanship and
evaluations, to what extent can they really be important for explaining electoral defeat
and success? In this final section of the paper we model vote intention following a
similar logic to that employed by Rudolph and Grant,38 by using evaluations and
attributions combined. Of course, unlike Rudolph, we have panel data and so again
we fit random effects logistic regression models to the panel data, with vote intention
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Rudolph and Grant, ‘An attributional model of economic voting’ and Rudolph, ‘Who's responsible

for the economy?’
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as the dependent variable, or vote choice in the 2001 election for Britain39 and 2007 in
Ireland, coded as 1 for the incumbent party(ies) and 0 for an opposition party. We
have year as an independent variable, allowing for the fact that Labour became
somewhat less popular and Fianna Fáil became considerably less popular over the
electoral cycle. Again we are concerned with endogeneity. We include party
identification40 in these models as previously, measured at the start of the panel.
Lewis-Beck cautions against the use of lagged partisanship since it may ‘act as an
overcontrol’.41 Our strategy is thus a conservative one, as we make the discovery of
effects a more difficult task. We also include vote choice in the election at the start of
the cycle; thus we are essentially modelling vote switching, insofar as vote intention
deviating from previous vote is a switch.42 Of main interest though are the
39

One obvious difference between vote intention and vote choice is that almost all respondents are

willing to give a vote intention, but almost half the sample did not actually vote in 2001. However,
removing the 2001 wave from the British data makes little to no difference to any results that we
present here. The Irish data on vote choice in the general election in 2002 is confined only to the
respondents whose reported act of voting was not invalidated by a check of voting records. There may
also be a suspicion that the proximity of the panel wave to the next election alters the nature of the vote
intention response, and hence we should expect some of the relationships that we report to depend on
the timing of the panel wave within the election cycle. If we run our models separately for each panel
wave, we do not find any systematic timing effects (that is being closer or further away from the
election did not make any difference to coefficient sizes for any factor in any consistent manner).
40

Lagging partisanship by one year, rather than fixing it as constant over the panel, gives similar, albeit

somewhat weaker, results to those presented here.
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Michael S. Lewis-Beck, ‘Does Economics Still Matter? Econometrics and the Vote’, Journal of

Politics 68 (2006), 208-212, p. 211
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In a response to S. Price and David Sanders (‘Economic expectations and voting intentions in the

UK, 1979-87 – A pooled cross-section approach’, Political Studies 43 (1995), 451-471) Kenneth
Macdonald and Anthony Heath use cross-sectional data to show that controlling for recalled previous
vote reduces the effect of economic perceptions on vote choice dramatically, and thus it seems sensible
to include this as well as partisanship (‘Pooling cross-sections: a comment’, Political Studies 45
(1997), 928-941). Moreover, the problem that Price and Sanders identify, that recalled measures of
previous vote choice are likely to be contaminated by current vote choice, is not an issue here because
we are using panel data,
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independent variables of evaluation, attribution and the interaction between them.
Here we only include policy areas that were asked consistently in the same waves of
each of the two panels. In the British case, this means the economy, health, education
and taxation; in the Irish case, this means just the economy and health. Again
evaluations run from -2 (got much worse) to +2 (got much better), and attribution is
coded 1 for government responsibility and 0 when the government is not held
responsible. This means that the effect of evaluations on people who do not hold the
government responsible are simply the main effects of evaluations, and the effects of
evaluations for those who do attribute responsibility are the combined coefficients for
the main effects and the relevant interaction terms. In models 3a and 3b we include
just evaluations of these two areas of performance, and in models 4a and 4b
evaluations, attributions and the interaction between them.

TABLES 4 AND 5 ABOUT HERE

Tables 4 and 5 show these models for Britain and Ireland respectively. As we would
expect the effects of previous vote choice and partisanship are extremely large,
although as models 3a and 4a demonstrate they do not eliminate, in either Britain and
Ireland, the effect of evaluations completely. Better evaluations lead to respondents
being more likely to give an incumbent support, even when controlling for both
previous vote choice and partisanship. Models 3b and 4b introduce attributions and an
interaction between attribution and evaluation. In Britain, the main effects of
evaluations, i.e. the effect for people who do not attribute responsibility to the
government, drop dramatically with only the NHS evaluation remaining statistically
significant (and that at just the 5 per cent level). In Ireland both main effects are no
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longer statistically significant. The interaction effects, i.e. the difference between
those that attribute responsibility and those that do not, in both Britain and Ireland are
all substantively and statistically significant.43 To put it bluntly, the vote choices of
people that attribute responsibility to the government are affected by their
performance evaluations, but the vote choices of those that do not attribute
responsibility are largely unaffected by their performance evaluations, regardless of
country context and policy area.

FIGURES 3 AND 4 ABOUT HERE

To illustrate the magnitude of these effects, Figures 3 and 4 contain predicted
probabilities from Models 3b and 4b, showing the difference that evaluations make to
vote intention with and without attribution for the two common policy areas in Britain
and Ireland, that is health and the economy. The predicted probabilities for the British
data are for a respondent in 2001 who did not vote in 1997, has no party
identification, and who thought that performance in the other area had not changed
over the previous year. Similarly in Ireland the predictions are for a respondent in
2007 who did not vote in 2002, has no party identification, and who thought that
performance in the other area had not changed. As can be seen, the predicted
proportion of people voting for the incumbent does change somewhat as unattributed
evaluations of either outcome change. If we take Britain first, where the effects of
evaluations and attributions for health and the economy are almost identical, we see
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In both Britain and Ireland the addition of attribution and the interaction terms makes for a

substantial and statistically significant improvement in model fit as measured by the change in the –2
log likelihood. For Britain, the likelihood ratio test statistic is 95.9 on 8 degrees of freedom, which is
clearly highly statistically significant. For Ireland it is 107.9 on 4 degrees of freedom.
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that around 25 per cent of people who thought things had got a lot worse indicate a
Labour vote intention, whereas just under 50 per cent of those who thought that things
had got a lot better gave a Labour vote intention. These effects are not trivial but they
are much smaller than the gap shown for people that do think the government is
responsible for either policy area. Less than 20 per cent of people who blame the
incumbent for the economy getting a lot worse would vote Labour, whereas 77 per
cent of those that credit the incumbent with the economy getting a lot better would do
so. We see almost identical figures for healthcare in Britain.
Moreover similarly large effects can be seen in Ireland in Figure 4. To take the
economy, there is effectively no impact of evaluation on vote intention if not
accompanied by attribution to the government, yet there is a huge impact of economic
evaluations on those respondents that do attribute responsibility, with only 16 per cent
of those that thought things had got a lot worse giving a government vote intention,
but 81 per cent of those that thought things had got a lot better saying they would vote
for a government party.

Discussion
This paper has sought to generalise results obtained in the two party US system on the
importance of attributed responsibility for economic policy to a wider set of countries,
including coalition and single party governments, and to a wider set of policies. It
does so using a set of similar questions asked in Ireland and in Britain. By using panel
data, gathered across six and five post-election waves respectively, this paper also
seeks to get a better grip on the problems of endogeneity inherent in this sort of
analysis. We argue that our evidence is supportive of Rudolph’s claims regarding the
sources of attribution, and the large impact attribution can have on vote choice when
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combined with evaluation. We found that attributions varied in a reasonable manner
across policy areas, giving support to the argument that asking people who is
responsible taps something meaningful about governmental influence in that policy
area. However, individual judgements of attribution were also strongly linked to
partisanship; in particular, the evaluations and attributions of government and
opposition partisans are clearly linked. Multivariate analysis confirmed this link
between attribution, evaluation and partisanship with respect to not just economic
policy, but also all the other issues we examine, whether crime, health, education or
taxation. We have discussed the diversity of views on how far voters resolve
incongruities between performance and partisanship by selective evaluation.
Whatever the truth of that argument about selective evaluation, it does appear that
voters resolve some incongruities between partisanship and policy evaluation through
selective attribution. In this way favoured parties are not always blamed for policy
failures, and less favoured ones are not always credited with policy successes.
Moreover, we find that attribution appears to have a large impact on the voting
decision. While we find a clear relationship between evaluations and vote choice, this
is only when those evaluations are combined with the attribution of credit or blame to
the government. Evaluations not associated with attribution have almost no effect in
both Britain and Ireland. It is not enough to think that performance has been poor on
an issue; sensibly, the voter has to think that the government is responsible for the
undesired outcome.
There are several implications of these findings. The first is that we have been
able to identify at the level of individuals the direct evidence for the importance of
attributions that has largely been assumed to drive aggregate level findings.
Attribution matters, and although evaluations without attribution may tell us about the
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direction of economic growth or the pressures on health services, they will tell us little
about the impact of these on the fortunes of the government. In a comparative
perspective, the implications are that attribution levels will vary according to
institutional constraints on policy making. We should find that fewer people in
complex coalition systems, for instance, hold governments responsible for economic
policy than in single party governments, and that those in relatively closed economies
with control over their exchange rates should blame governments more than citizens
living in open economies where exchange rates are fixed by others. We would argue
that the questions used here would be useful measures for such a purpose.
A second implication is that we should not be so surprised when ‘economic
voting’ models do not work, and nor should we simply take that to indicate the
irrationality of the voters, but rather we should consider the circumstances and the sort
of electoral campaign that took place. Concluding a book on European electoral
behaviour over six countries and almost half a century, Thomassen44 argues that how
people vote depends on the nature of the political competition. The 1997 elections in
Ireland and Britain were both exceptions to the pattern in which governments
presiding over an improving economy are rewarded, as both the Conservative
government of 1997 and the Rainbow coalition in Ireland later that same year were
both defeated. In each case, though this is supposition in the Irish case, it seems that
not enough voters credited the parties in government with responsibility for the
improvement. In the UK, the Conservative Party lost economic credibility after the
events of ‘Black Wednesday’ when sterling broke with the European Exchange Rate
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Jacques Thomassen, ‘Modernisation or Politics’ pp. 256-266, in Jacques Thomassen (ed.), The

European Voter: A Comparative Study of Modern Democracies (Oxford: Oxford University Press
(2005).
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Mechanism, while in Ireland the government almost certainly had to share credit with
the previous government, which it replaced in late 1994without an election.
Thirdly, these results demonstrate not only that the evaluation of the economy
has an important effect, which is enhanced greatly when responsibility is attributed,
but also that credit and blame are not merely relevant to economic issues, rather that
the concept can be generalized to a number of other issue areas, including health,
education and taxation. Moreover the size of the effects that we show here, suggests,
at least in Britain and Ireland, that the interplay between evaluation and attribution in
these policy areas is as important in deciding voters’ minds as that same interplay for
the economy. Voters do not simply evaluate the economy and therefore the
government, but also evaluate the government’s performance across a range of policy
areas. It should be emphasised that these results are obtained using a model in which
every effort was made to control for the influence of partisanship, by including both
past vote and previously measured party identification. Even so, attributed
evaluations, both economic and non-economic, exhibited significant effects in all
areas where they could be measured.
Finally, these results also underline the importance of partisanship. While
there are chronic difficulties in finding a suitable measure, and the ones used here
suffer from many of the usual problems, the importance of partisan filters for the
perceptions of current events is clear. In this sense we would want to echo Bartels’
recent findings that “partisan loyalties have pervasive effects on perceptions of the
political world”.45 What we show here is that regardless of the impact of partisanship
on the evaluations themselves, partisanship does affect the attribution of responsibility
for those outcomes, and it is this combination of attribution and evaluation that in turn
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Bartels, ‘Beyond the running tally’, p. 138
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impacts on political behaviour. It may well be the case that political competition will
centre more on the politics of credit and blame as valence politics becomes
increasingly important, but we should remember that parties do not compete before an
entirely neutral audience.
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TABLE 1

Attribution of responsibility to government policies in Britain and
Ireland

Issue

% attributing responsibility to government policies
Britain 1997

Ireland 2002

Taxes

89

90

NHS/ Health

87

80

Education

77

-

Housing

-

73

General standard of living/ economy

72

66

Unemployment

66

66

Transport

-

49

Crime

51

46

Own standard of living

45

-

N

3255

2251

Source: British Election Survey 1997 and Irish National Election Survey 2002
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TABLE 2

Logistic regression random effects panel models of attributions of
responsibility to the government in Britain, 1998-2001
Model 1a Model 1b Model 1c Model 1d Model 1e
Economy NHS

Education Crime

Taxes

B

B

B

B

B

1998 (ref.)

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1999

0.11

-

-

0.31***

-

2000 Spring

0.72***

0.73***

0.81***

-

0.16

2000 Autumn

0.79***

0.59***

0.73***

-

-0.01

2001

0.98***

0.95***

0.83***

-

0.33***

None (ref.)

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Conservative

-0.03

-0.44***

-0.07

-0.23

-0.37*

LD or other

-0.01

-0.07

0.03

-0.03

-0.31*

Labour

0.40***

-0.03

0.09

0.24*

0.06

General SoL

-0.41***

-

-

-

-

NHS

-

0.25***

-

-

-

Education

-

-

0.34***

-

-

Crime

-

-

-

0.59***

-

Taxes

-

-

-

-

-0.33***

Evaluation: None 0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Evaluation: Con

-0.56***

-0.69***

-0.51***

-0.46***

-0.70***

Evaluation: LD

0.11

-0.17

-0.12

-0.28

0.04

Evaluation: Lab

0.68***

0.46***

0.70***

0.23*

0.46***

0.05**

0.03

0.06*

0.00

0.20***

No qualifications 0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

O-level

0.01

0.06

0.09

-0.01

0.17

A-Level

-0.35***

-0.02

-0.04

-0.37**

0.17

Degree

-0.51***

-0.20

0.12

-0.64***

0.62***

Left-right position (1997)

-0.23***

-0.06

-0.19**

-0.24**

-0.04

Media attention (1997)

0.06

0.10**

0.10**

0.07

0.05

Constant

0.31

0.27

0.42*

-0.77**

0.32

Log likelihood

-6619.4

-5094.1

-4425.2

-2353.6

-3995.6

(df)

(17)

(16)

(16)

(14)

(16)

Number of obs

10,730

8,467

7,800

4,446

8,277

Number of individuals

2,558

2,537

2,495

2,493

2,513

Year

Party ID 1997

Evaluations

Evaluation: Party ID

Political knowledge (1997)
Education (1997)

* p<.05 ** p<.01 *** p<.001.
Source: British Election Panel Survey 1997-2001
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TABLE 3

Logistic regression random effects panel models of attributions of
responsibility to the government in Ireland 2002-2007
Model 2a

Model 2b

Model 2c

Economy

Health

Crime

B

B

B

2003 (ref. Econ/Health)

0.00

0.00

-

2004 (ref. Crime)

0.27*

0.45***

0.00

2006

0.18

-0.04

0.15

2007

0.59***

-0.18

0.66***

None (ref.)

0.00

0.00

0.00

FG or Labour or other

-0.10

-0.05

0.02

Fianna Fáil or PD

0.24*

0.27

0.32

Economy

-0.32***

-

-

Health

-

-0.31***

-

Crime

-

-

-0.19***

Evaluation: None

0.00

0.00

0.00

Evaluation: FG etc

-0.26**

-0.37*

-0.35**

Evaluation: FF/PD

0.54***

0.63***

0.65***

-0.04

-0.07

-0.02

No qualifications

0.00

0.00

0.00

Intermediate cert

-0.24

0.06

-0.46**

Leaving cert

-0.42***

0.14

-0.36*

Diploma

-0.60***

0.16

-0.48**

Degree

-1.24***

0.15

-0.84***

Media attention (2002)

0.02

-0.06

0.05

Left right position (2002)

-0.07

-0.02

-0.02

Constant

1.05***

1.97***

1.10***

Log likelihood

-2673.0

-1738.8

-1814.4

(df)

(15)

(15)

(14)

Number of obs

4387

4374

3050

Number of individuals

1769

1764

1602

Year

Party ID 2002

Evaluations

Evaluation: Party ID

Political knowledge (2002)
Education (2002)

* p<.05 ** p<.01. *** p<.001
Source: Irish National Election Panel Survey 2002-2007
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FIGURE 1

Predicted probability of attributing responsibility to the government for
change in the economy from Model 1a by partisanship: Britain
100%

% holding government responsible

80%

60%

40%
No party ID

20%

Conservative ID
Labour

0%
A lot worse A little worse

The same

A little better

Performance evaulation
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A lot better

Predicted probability of attributing responsibility to the government for
change in the economy from Model 1b by partisanship: Ireland
100%

% holding government responsible

FIGURE 2

80%

60%

No party ID
40%
Opposition
Government
20%
A lot worse A little worse

The same

A little better A lot better

Performance evaulation
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TABLE 4

Logistic regression random effects panel models of vote choice
predicting government vote intention/choice relative to opposition vote
intention/ choice in Britain 1998-2001

Year

Party ID 1997

Vote 1997

Evaluations

Attributions

Evaluation: attribution

Model 3a

Model 3b

B

B

1998 (ref.)

0.00

0.00

2000 Spring

-0.76***

-0.75***

2000 Autumn

-1.12***

-1.14***

2001

-1.46***

-1.50***

None (ref.)

0.00

0.00

Conservative

-2.15***

-2.07***

LD or other

-1.79***

-1.80***

Labour

1.97***

1.84***

No vote (ref.)

0.00

0.00

Conservative

-2.68***

-2.59***

Liberal Democrat

-2.16***

-2.16***

Other

-1.65***

-1.67***

Labour

1.59***

1.52***

General SoL

0.52***

0.22

NHS

0.50***

0.22*

Taxes

0.45***

-0.05

Education

0.31***

-0.04

General SoL

0.26*

NHS

0.22*

Taxes

-0.01

Education

0.33**

General SoL

0.42**

NHS

0.41**

Taxes

0.61***

Education

0.39**

Constant

1.11***

0.93***

Log likelihood (df)

-2434.4 (14)

-2388.5 (22)

Number of obs

7,003

7,003

Number of individuals

2,576

2,576

* p<.05 ** p<.01 *** p<.001.
Source: British Election Panel Survey 1997-2001
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TABLE 5

Logistic regression random effects panel models of vote choice
predicting government vote intention/choice relative to opposition vote
intention/ choice in Ireland 2003-2007

Year

Party ID 2002

Vote 2002

Evaluations
Attributions
Evaluation: attribution

Model 4a

Model 4b

B

B

2003 (ref.)

0.00

0.00

2004

-1.09***

-0.94***

2006

-0.78***

-0.66**

2007

-0.11

-0.036

No ID (ref.)

0.00

0.00

Government

1.68***

1.61***

Opposition

-2.01***

-1.96***

None (ref.)

0.00

0.00

Fianna Fail

1.67***

1.60***

Fine Gael

-1.43***

-1.39***

Green

-1.58**

-1.53**

Labour

-1.62***

-1.56***

PD

0.90

0.94*

Sinn Fein

-1.14*

-1.19*

Other

-0.44

-0.46

Economy

0.51***

-0.16

Health

0.49***

0.02

Economy

-0.08

Health

-0.12

Economy

0.95***

Health

0.46**

Constant

0.05

0.13

Log likelihood (df)

-1755.2 (14)

-1701.2 (18)

Number of obs

3883

3883

Number of individuals

1707

1707

* p<.05 ** p<.01 *** p<.001.
Source: Irish National Election Panel Survey 2002-2007
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Predicted probability of voting for Labour from Model 4a by
evaluation of performance and attribution of responsibility for that
performance: Britain
100%

NHS (govt responsible)
NHS (govt not responsible)

80%

Economy (govt responsible)
Economy (govt not responsible)

% voting for Labour

FIGURE 3
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Predicted probability of voting for Fianna Fáil/PDs from Model 4b by
evaluation of performance and attribution of responsibility for that
performance: Ireland
100%

NHS (govt responsible)
NHS (govt not responsible)

80%

Economy (govt responsible)
Economy (govt not responsible)

% voting for Fianna Fail/ PDs

FIGURE 4
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